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DIY life hacks with edding 

(Ahrensburg, February 2024) There are often little things around the house 

that need repairing or improving, but they don’t always require costly 

advice or time-consuming solutions. In fact, it’s possible to tackle many of 

these jobs yourself without any problem. In its fascinating series of handy 

life hacks, edding shows how DIY and repair projects around the home can 

be tackled quickly and easily. These projects, large or small, can be carried 

out in under 10 minutes and are also fun to do. 

When it comes to small repair jobs and home improvements, many people 

wonder where to start or are unsure of what tools to use. To help answer these 

questions, edding has created a series of ten easy DIY and repair projects for 

anyone who wants to have a go themselves. In addition to its popular permanent 

markers, edding offers a whole host of practical products to make home-

improvement projects quicker and easier. 

Tips and tricks for small repair jobs 

It's sadly all too easy for furniture and wooden floors to get scratched or marked. 

The solution? edding recommends its wooden floor repair wax kit. Used in 

conjunction with its heating iron, it is highly effective at repairing scratches in 

laminate or parquet flooring. Another life hack demonstrates how edding’s 

malleable furniture repair wax, available in a wide variety of different wood 

colours, can be used to fill in unwanted drill holes in shelving units.  



 

 

Available in white and silver grey, the edding grout marker is the perfect tool for 

freshening up grubby grouting between bathroom or kitchen tiles. And for parents 

whose children love decorating their doors with stickers, the edding label removal 

marker can remove them without leaving any trace.  

Simple DIY projects 

DIY projects suitable for virtually anyone can also be tackled with ease using the 

right edding markers and spray paints. These include an eye-catching side table 

created from an old tray and plastic piping and painted using edding permanent 

spray. Another clever tool that no home should be without is the handy edding 

carpenter pen. Thanks to its extra-long tip, it is easy to mark drill holes in those 

hard-to-reach places. With its help, unwanted drawers can be hung as a wall shelf 

in next to no time.   

Step-by-step instructions and videos of edding's DIY life hacks can be found on 

edding's creative website and social media pages. 
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